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WHO WE ARE
Novo-K's purpose is to help business and charities to buy
better and achieve value for money, in a cost-effective way.
Our products improve the finance health of business by
increasing profits, improving efficiencies and supporting
revenue growth
OUTSOURCED
PROCUREMENT

Flexible outsourced procurement
solutions. Utilising our SMARTprocurement
approach, we tailor our services around
your business needs

Cost effective resource
and solutions

PROCUREMENT
BUSINESS PARTNER

From setting up your procurement office to
training employees, we build your in-house
procurement capability and support you as
your procurement business partner

Supporting your team

SAVING MONEY
Sustainable cost
reduction

COLLABORATIVE
Standardisation and
Communication

STRATEGIC FOCUS
Results orientated

ETHICAL VALUES
Our impact and
promise
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21%

We plan and deliver programmes utilising
our 'Sourcing2Supervision' process, to
deliver both tactical and strategic projects to
save our clients money
We communicate and collaborate closely
with stakeholders across your organisation
to embed procurement, freeing up your
teams to focus on delivering their objectives
We work to tailored KPI's and SLA's on both
shorter projects and long term
programmes, delivering value for money
with measurable results

We are dedicated to make a positive impact
and encourage our clients to do the same.
We donate to charities that align with the
UN Sustainable Development Goals
through the Work for Good platform

COMMON
CHALLENGES
How to find the right
suppliers and improve
the diversity of the
supply base

Spend data not
regularly analysed and
appropriate taxonomy/
categorisation not
applied

Pressure from suppliers to
renew or sign contracts with
perceived improvements and
enable to benchmark

Important terms and
conditions not always
included in existing contracts
increasing risk i.e GDPR

Lack of support from
within the organisation to
engage suppliers
strategically

Difficulty moving from adhoc buying to a planned
approach

Access to procurement
expertise; recruiting
qualified and experienced
people is expensive

Contracts are not logged
or held in a central
repository for easy access

Contracting under a
suppliers terms rather
than your own; not able to
negotiate for improved
position or prices

Structured tender
process not in place or
not followed, with an
inconsistent approach
across the organisation

No access to market
analysis to understand
what other businesses or
competitors are doing
successfully
Don't know where to start
on our procurement
journey and who to
engage for help

Suppliers KPI's and SLA's
not measured, out of date or
ineffective

No procurement policy to
standardise the approach to
buying and accessing the
market

Unsure of how to understand
and change current buying
behaviours

Can your business relate to any of these
statements?
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YOUR PROCUREMENT
JOURNEY
The maturity of your procurement function can be mapped
against the value add procurement can deliver. Whilst all
businesses are on a procurement journey, it is important to
understand where you are, where you should be and how to
get there with minimal cost and maximum benefit

CLERICAL

Reactive measures, no procurement lead or processes with
activity undertaken by operational leads

COMMERCIAL

Tactical activity driven by stakeholder requirements, with
standardisation being introduced

SUPPORTIVE

Processes embedded and procurement practices supporting the
organisation’s overall performance

STRATEGIC

Strategic sourcing & supplier management where procurement
function is core to the organisation’s success

Where are you on your procurement journey?
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OUR METHODOLOGY
The House of Best Practice is the framework for our
SMARTproducts and demonstrates our SMARTprocurement
methodology. SMARTprocurement is the 'strategic sourcing
of goods and services to deliver value for money and
mitigate risk'

STRATEGY

MEASURE

Procurement
Strategy,
Governance
& Policy

Spend Data
Analysis &
Performance
Management

APPROACH

RELATIONSHIPS

Plan, Process Engagement,
& Procedures Partnership &
Collaboration

TRANSFORMATION

CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT

Procurement goes beyond cost reduction. We focus on value for money, mitigating
risk and understanding the needs of stakeholders. Identifying and working with the
right suppliers ensures a reliable and dependable service.
Procurement is a profit improvement tool and when valued as a core function or
business partner, similar to HR and finance, it will bolster the bottom line and enable
organisations to grow and meet their strategic objectives.
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WHERE TO START
Our free SMARTprocurement
scorecard will help you position
your business on the maturity
curve, better understand your
buying habits and where
procurement can add value. Can
your business buy better?

You can generate a single scorecard or one for each department or business function.
On completion, you will receive a bespoke report identifying opportunities and next
steps to save money and reduce risk.
By implementing our recommendations you will benefit from increased clarity, more
control and have the confidence to move forward and up the maturity curve.

Get your free report www.novo-k.com/scorecard
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OUR PRODUCTS
Our products are designed to help wherever you are on the
procurement maturity curve. From gaining clarity of
opportunities, taking control of spend and delivering cost
effective projects which instil confidence, our objective is to
make procurement an intrinsic part of your business
decision making

Detailed analysis of your spend data and buying
activity to identify supply chain risk, opportunities to
SMARTanalysis
improve efficiencies and highlight areas to save money

SMARTset-up

SMARTsupport

SMARTproject

SMARTtraining
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Providing you with the building blocks for an in-house
procurement capability with best practice tools,
templates and process, putting you in control

Bespoke service providing you with specialist
procurement resource to deliver both tactical and
strategic projects to save you money and manage your
suppliers

End-to-end delivery of your procurement project,
using our Sourcing2Supervision process, to achieve
value for money and meet project goals

Build your procurement expertise through bespoke
training. Our experienced procurement trainers will work
with you to tailor engaging workshops supporting your
teams knowledge and personal development

SMARTanalysis

Identify quick win opportunities
We review your supplier contracts and invoices to assess the fastest possible gains
and mitigate risk in your organisation for the most significant impact. SMARTanalysis
puts you in the driving seat of procurement so that you can you introduce small
changes that deliver benefits and savings.
This solution is used by many of our clients to fund further investment, to deliver
their organisation's strategic programmes that support top-line growth and increase
profits. SMARTanalysis puts you in control as you move from buying ‘stuff’ in an adhoc manner to a structured procurement approach; it further convinces your
stakeholders about the true value of procurement as a profit improvement tool.

SMARTset-up

Building blocks of your in-house procurement capability
SMARTset-up is your solution to ensure best practice procurement. Standardising
and organising your procurement activities to ensure you maintain clarity and
control over your buying strategies, giving senior leadership confidence that the
necessary controls are in place.
Our specialist team build a tailored Procurement Office on your existing
environment. This includes a centralised repository for all contractual
documentation, supplier risk register and procurement guidance; this in turn
supports your adherence to industry and government regulations. Implementation
and training of our end-to-end procurement process 'Sourcing2SupervisionTM ', builds
in-house knowledge and expertise, which we can then support and manage as your
Procurement Business Partner.
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SMARTsupport

Expert procurement and support services when you need it
Novo-K can be an extension of your existing team, supporting your Procurement
Office, leading on tenders or providing Supplier Management activities. Alternatively,
we can be your outsourced procurement team, integrating into your organisation to
provide specialist support and deliver savings. Whatever your procurement and buying
needs, SMARTsupport is tailored for you, supporting the unique requirements of your
organisation.
Our flexible resource can provide guidance on tools, templates and process, also
working closely with your legal team to support your procurement projects. Our clients
often utilise our project management capability to manage the delivery of key
procurement programmes and projects.

SMARTproject

Achieve value for money and build stronger relationships
Supporting clients who require specialist procurement expertise, we utilise our
'Sourcing2SupervisionTM ’ model, delivering end-to-end sourcing activity suited
to complex or high risk procurement projects.
Our specialists work closely with stakeholders; to determine the project scope,
objectives and key success criteria, before going out to market to identify suitable
suppliers, negotiate favourable contract terms and ensure value for money.
Before completion of the project, activities including the development of an in-life
handbook are used to support implementation and supplier management, to help build
and maintain stronger relationships.
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SAVINGS & BENEFITS
11%

£1.3m

100+
training &

savings on
Facilities
management

savings on

workshops

Fulfilment

delivered

services

27%
savings on

89%

£330K

reduction in
Invoice

corporate travel
services

reduction in Spend

IT support

savings on business
insurance

30%

23%

reduction in risk

reduction of tail

contracts

suppliers

25%
savings on

8%

fragmentation
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events

saving on

frequency

47%

corporate

on supplier

TESTIMONIALS
GRUPO SANTANDER AQUANIMA
"Novo-K successfully delivered SMARTtraining workshops for our UK
Procurement Team. Kavita ran a discovery session to understand
our overall requirements, key challenges and team structure. The
output was used to build tailored workshops and case studies for
the team. Delivered by an experienced and energetic Senior Trainer,
the Effective Negotiation training was a highly interactive day,
which provided individuals the opportunity to trial negotiation
techniques and styles in a safe environment. Novo-K deliver a
highly professional service and we thoroughly enjoyed working with
Kavita and the team."
– Vanessa Taibo Operations Director UK

QUAKERS IN BRITAIN
"Novo-K have been our key partner in procurement
development. Kavita was key in helping us to find a
solution to our needs by listening closely and feeding
back to us."
– Lisa Kiew Head of Finance and Resources

THE CHILDREN'S SOCIETY
"Kavita and her team at Novo-K have the skills, resources and
experience to support organisations with everything from
individual projects to providing a fully functioning procurement
support team. At The Children's Society, we have benefitted from
their clear and plain-speaking approach and flexibility in adapting
to our evolving needs.”
– Paul Robbs de la Hoyde Finance Director

BROOKE
“Novo-K’s SMARTanalysis has provided us with the insight
required to understand our current buying behaviour. After
extracting our spend data, cleansing and applying a
suitable taxonomy, Novo-K were able to identify both quick
wins to save money and strategic procurement
opportunities for Brooke. They presented their report with
recommendations and next steps ready for
implementation. We were very pleased with the overall
project and output from the Novo-K Team.”
– Derek Hyde Finance Business Partner
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Dent Global
Partnership
Award

@novoksmart

The Lotus Sustainability
Award

/company/novo-k

Director of the Year South
Awards Finalist

/novoksmart
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